OUR MISSION: TO ENGAGE THE COMMUNITY IN FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WHERE INNOVATION, CUSTOMIZED ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES, AND INDIVIDUAL SUCCESS ARE ATTAINABLE FOR ALL GISD STUDENTS.
TOTAL INCOME - $134,555

EXPENSES

TOTAL EXPENSE: $107,984

INCOME SOURCES

Event-Based Giving
- 52.6%
- Program Giving
  - 20.9%
  - 1.2%
- Individual Contributions
  - 25.2%

EVENTS

STATE OF THE DISTRICT

EVENTS

TOTAL EXPENSE: $107,984

Operational Expense
- 2.6%

Direct Program Funding
- 97.4%
GEORGETOWN EDUCATION FOUNDATION: SUPPORTING INNOVATIVE EDUCATION EFFORTS ACROSS GISD.

$21,000 SeaPerch under-water robotics funding

$15,000 new teacher gift cards

$65,361 Teacher Grant dollars awarded

Special Events: End of Year Recognition & State of the District
Our greatest achievement all year is the number of grants we are able to award deserving teachers with innovative classroom instruction ideas. Each teacher is responsible for submitting for a grant that will support their unique idea to drive learning forward.

NEXT challenges, inspires, and empowers students to pursue post secondary education, whether that means a four year university, community college, military or technical career. Within its first three years as an Education Foundation grant recipient, NEXT College & Career Readiness has helped East View and GHS students reach their dreams of higher education. During this time, NEXT has completed 9 college visits to 12 different colleges, over 24 hours of whole group community service, and an estimated 175 hours of student meetings at which high school students of all backgrounds receive mentorship on how to plan, prepare, apply and pay for college. At NEXT, what once be a distant dream for many students becomes an attainable reality on how to plan, prepare, apply and pay for college.